
Rouhin Sen 
 2 reviews

 2Phillip was an absolute pleasure to work 
with. He was flexible, professional, and very 
kind. We had an excellent experience and will 
use him for any notary services we require 
going forward.

4 months ago

Chelsea Tabb 
4 reviews

Phil was a pleasure to work with! His responses 
were prompt, his work was free of mistakes, and 
his attention to detail is something you can't beat!

 3 months ago

Andy Dodd 
4 reviews 

Called Phil at 8:45am and he was at our home 
by 9:25am. Very professional! Thanks Phil!

2 months ag

T Cleare 
3 reviews 

Phil was excellent to work with for notary 
services! I was able to make a same day 
appointment and he was able to come to me. 
So quick, efficient and professional.  I would 
highly recommend Phil!

a week ago NEW

sakiwoobooboo 
3 reviews

The best notary I’ve ever worked with! Phil 
really went out of his way to help me with the 
final process of a succession from out of 
state. He is extremely professional and was 
so helpful and knowledgeable about what 
needed to be done. I felt so much better after 
working with him. Any stress I had 
immediately went away. He is so kind and 
easy to talk to as well.  I would reach out to 
Phil again and again for any future needs 
when it comes to notary work.  Give him a 
call ASAP if you need any help! You will not 
be disappointed!

 5 months ago

Martin Avila 
1 review

Phil was an awesome person and knows 
what he’s doing. Skip the bank or UPS they 
aren’t worth it. I got my document rejected 
but not with Phil. He also provides online and 
Apostille which he has helped my family.

 a week ago NEW

Trending Topic 
2 reviews 

Phil is an awesome guy. Real kind, punctual 
and understanding. He was able to meet me 
later in the day due to my hectic schedule 
and had such a positive attitude. He was 
also super quick and very efficient. I 
appreciate his help. Will definitely continue 
to do work with him.

4 months ago
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Amelia Kearby 
3 reviews 

Philip was a very professional, very helpful 
and very thorough notary. He was 
immediately available when I found myself in 
need of a notary, and was patient through the 
entire process of signing closing paperwork. 
I had an excellent experience and will 
absolutely contact him if I need a notary 
again!

3 weeks ago NEW

A P 
24 reviews 

A few weeks ago I need a mobile notary in 
the Denver area. I'm in Houston, Texas. After 
a Google search, I began calling and trying 
find a notary who could my needs. I needed 
someone who was patient enough to deal 
with multiple senior citizens, print 
documents and mail them back to me. After 
not being satisfied with most notaries I 
spoke with or emailed, I decided to buy a 
ticket and fly there my self. However, my 
schedule did not permit that. So I decided to 
try one more, Mr. Phil Wilson of Freedom 
Notary Service. His website was efficient, 
easy to navigate and provided all the 
information needed. He assured me that he 
could handle all my needs and did so 
promptly with a great attitude. He was 
efficient, on time and professional even after 
being harassed by a homeless man. I will 
highly recommend his services. Mr. Wilson is 
truly working hard to build a solid business 
with great reputation. Anyone needing notary 
services can count on Freedom Notary to 
deliver.

6 days ago NEW

Scott McCaleb 
2 reviews 

I just wanted to share my positive 
experiences, I have had working with Phil. I 
recently needed to have several legal 
documents notarized. Finding other positive 
reviews on google, I chose to go with Phil. It 
was very convenient since Phil is willing to 
travel. Phil was prompt, professional and 
took the time to explain everything I was 
signing. I would recommend Phil to anyone 
who needs a notary.

3 months ago

Five Star Reviews

Five Star Reviews

Typhanie Huff
 26 reviews 

Phillip is a very kind and caring individual. I 
would highly recommend him to anyone 
looking for the service. He came to the 
hospital to help us do all our documents 
immediately. My family appreciates 
everything he did and just how professional 
he was. The accuracy and diligence he puts 
into his work is unmatched! Thank you 
Phillip!

3 months ago

Ashton Baker 
2 reviews 

Phil has helped me out with a couple of tasks, 
and whether it's notary services or anything else, 
he always makes it quick and painless. I'm pretty 
bad about getting stuff like that done, and having 
Phil on speed dial makes it so easy. I genuinely 
wish I needed more documents notarized now. 
Thanks Phil!

a month ago

Patrick Breen  
13 reviews 

Extremely accommodating and easy to work with. 
Found myself in a bind to get some documents 
notarized last minute and Phillip made it easy 
without any stress. If you need a mobile notary or 
notary in general, use Phillip!

3 months ago

Joseph Hooper
 1 review 

Phillip was very helpful we are from out of state 
came to get some paper work for my 
grandfather/Dad he traveled to us was above and 
beyond. Very professional and knowledgeable. 
Thank you again and would recommend to 
anyone.

3 months ago
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